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ABSTRACT

For the central meeting area of the EXPO 2000 a wide spaced roof construction of 10 square “umbrellas” was constructed
serving as the main event location. Each “umbrella” covers an area of 40 m x 40 m and is about 26 m high. It consists of
four double curved shell surfaces, having been constructed as partly glue-laminated timber ripped shells. The shells hang
over about 26 m and hang on four cantilevers. In the middle of the “umbrella” a big steel structure transfers the forces
onto a tower construction. The “umbrellas” are connected at the outer bending edges of the shells and the ends of the
cantilevers. The structural components were mostly manufactured in the plant and in an exhibition hall near the site. Big
cranes assembled the completely pre-manufactured construction parts step by step.

THE IDEA

The concept behind the 16’000 m2’s roof without enveloping walls is a weather protection for the Expo 2000 main event
location. The idea – “the roof as the basic form of weather protection ” –by the architect Prof. Thomas Herzog, Munich,
was executed as a timber structure in cooperation with the timber construction engineer Prof. Julius Natterer, Lausanne.
The planning and execution demanded an extraordinary effort of everybody involved – planners, experts, construction
worker and the client. The planning, preparing and manufacturing of the different construction parts were executed
simultaneously and requested a significant coordination effort.

The technically and architecturally highly demanding and innovative timber construction is the aspects of the main spirit
of the EXPO 2000 symbolizing in an outstanding manner – "Human Being, Nature, Technique". The building
demonstrates the possibilities of using timber for constructions in all varieties – round timber, sawn timber, boards, glued
timber and laminated veneer lumber. The choice of the respective mean of construction and of the material for each of the
construction parts depended on the specific carrying load capacity, the requested standards and the different material
qualities.

THE MAIN STRUCTURE

Each single “umbrella” consists of different elements: 4 shells, 4 cantilevers, the central steel structure and the tower
construction.

The shell areas show a double contrary curvature and carry the loads forward to the edge girders and the steel structure.
This is made possible by the use of the shell capacity as well as the bending capacity.

The more than 19 m long cantilever carries two different weights: Firstly the single force by the outer girder at the very
end, secondly the continuous load of the shell itself. The lower bent beam follows the curvature of the shell’s edge and is
combined with the upper straight beam in the last third of the girder. From outside to inside the height of the girder
increases, according to the loads.

The tower construction, consisting of 4 columns and triangular timber frames planked with laminated veneer lumber,
carries all vertical and horizontal forces to the foundations. A steel joint connects the central steel construction with the
head of the abutments. The frames transfers the horizontal forces of the wind and the geometrical imperfections.
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Steel-elements at the lower end of the pole transfer the forces to the foundation. The foundation consists of 4 vertical
drilling poles 10 to 15 m long. The heads of the poles are connected with a reinforced concrete wreath to balance the
different horizontal forces.

The maximum numerical deformations, including the deformation of the tower and the steel structure, are 13 cm at the end
of the cantilever and 36 cm at the unsupported end of the shell, due to snow and wind loads. A deformation of 17 cm
respectively 50 cm would be the result, if the “umbrellas” were not connected. A coupling at the unsupported end of the
ripped shell and the end of the cantilever was made to deal with this differences in deformation. In addition these
couplings prevent the tower from dynamic torsion effects.

The whole construction is covered with a synthetic skin, levitating 5 cm above the timber structure. The fixation was made
by cables running in the direction of the longitudinal ribs of the shell. The membranous tensions resulting from the loads
and the necessary pretension are carried forward from the edge of the shells to the ribs.

LOADS AND MODELS

The main loads of the roof are its self weight, snow and wind. Other influences had to be considered such as geometric
imperfections, dynamic loads and reactions resulting from the couplings. The wind loads and the accumulation of snow
were simulated in a wind tunnel. Also dynamic effects caused by wind induced oscillations were investigated.

The results were the opposite of what could have been expected. Unlike canopy roofs the main wind load is directed
downwards, causing an additional load to the structure. This reaction is due to the special form comparable to a wing
turned around. It creates negative pressure underneath the roof and pulls down the shells.

Fig. 1: View of the construction site. 8 "umbrellas" erected.



Snow and wind are causing an additional tension stress in the membrane since the covering membrane doesn’t touch the
structure. This tension remains almost constant, if a certain load is reached and the membrane is touching the shell.

The size of the complex structure made it necessary to develop different systems and computer models of some parts of
the structure to calculate the forces and to design the elements. The structure is mainly composed of one- directional
elements. Therefore all computer models were also made up of bars. The most important models were: A whole
“umbrella” without the tower and the central steel structure, but containing four shells and cantilevers. The central steel
structure and the tower were separate systems. All in all about 150 different steps of the systems were developed and
calculated.

The model of the “umbrella” contained about 2500 node points and 9000 bars which had to be defined in position,
geometry, material, the type of bar and its endings. The connections to the central steel structure were defined as fixed
supports. The compliance of the connections was considered by reducing the stiffness of the elements.

Fig. 2: The first "umbrella".

Fig. 3: Computer model of the shell areas and the cantilevers.



Due to tight schedule the calculation of the tower construction had to be given priority. The loads of the “umbrella” were
transformed into equal forces appearing at the top of the tower. Therefore the load of the foundation was known at a very
early stage of the planning.

The conditions of the single models were checked at all intersections on the basis of equilibrium and sociability to control
the forces and the deformations. This was absolutely necessary, since the system is highly undetermined causing complex
interactions between the shells and the other parts of the structure.

THE RIPPED SHELL

The ripped shell is a construction of perpendicular crossing ribs built up of stacked planks. One shell covers an area of
about 19 x 19 m. The vertical distance between the lowest and the highest point is 6,0 m. Each shell weighs 36 t.

The direction and distances of the ribs are given by the existing forces in the shell. They are made of 8-10 board layers
with a cross-section of 30/160 mm each. At the intersection of the ribs the layers (made of boards S 10 and S 13) run
through alternatively. In areas of high stress the board layers consist of laminated veneer lumber produced in the complete
length of the rib. Every other board is a filling board. A bolt is placed in the middle of each intersection.

The layers are screwed together, so the connection is compliant. In area of high stress (e.g. towards the center of the
“umbrella” and along the main diagonal) as well as at the connection of the ribs to the edge girders the layers are glued
together. In order to maintain the excellent dynamic capacity of a screwed construction, the glued areas were reduced to a
necessary minimum. The ribs are connected to the girders with bolts and metal plates.

To obtain a sufficient stability of the ribbed shell 2 additional layers of boards are located on top of the ribs, placed in an
angle of 45° towards the ribs. The boards with cross sections of 24/100 mm are placed in a distance of 10 cm from each
other. Because of the curvature and the high forces in the inner area a shell composed of six glued and thin layers of
veneer lumber is used instead of the board layers.

A construction with curved edge girders was innovative and had to be taken in to account, when choosing the geometry of
the shell. Therefore the formally known “HP-shells” resulting in straight edges over a squared ground plan were not
applicable in this case.

Fig. 4:
Edge of a shell at the
cantilever. Connection
of the ribs.



The coordinates of the shell are prescribed by a mathematical function. The coordinates of the four corners of the shell are
fixed points that determine the form. The vertical spread of the structure, meaning the difference of height of these four
points, has an enormous influence on the resulting forces and also on the deformation and load capacity of the shell.

The axes of the ribs where defined by the geodetic lines using the mathematical form of the shell. The distances between
the single ribs were made according to the appearing forces, varying from 38 cm in the area of the main diagonal to 160
cm in the area of the highest points of the shell.

THE CANTILEVER

The cantilever has got a length of 19 m, a width of 3 m with a maximum height of 7 m. It weighs around 22 t and consists
of two inclined parts of variable height.

The straight upper beams consist of glued laminated timber (BS 14) with a dimension of 22/100 cm. The curved lower
beams are made of glulam as well and curved according to the edge of the ripped shell.

The height of the lower beam is variable with a cross section of 22/110 cm up to 22/145 cm. Towards the central steel
structure, the upper and lower beams are connected by a double plate of laminated veneer lumber (2 x 33 mm) that are
completely glued together, pressured by screws. The cantilever is stabilized by diagonals forming a “K” (called K-
diagonals) between the two lower beams. To balance the horizontal forces of each single ripped shell, horizontal steel bars
run perpendicular to the cantilever at the level of the K-diagonals.

The outer end of the cantilever is made like a box girder of glulam. Because of its low height the main load is a
momentum caused by the suspended edge girders of the shell. The unequal load of the shells causes an additional torsion
momentum in the cantilever. The different parts of the box girder are connected with a special system called “Bertsche-
VA-Connection”, using steel-shear-connectors. After putting the box together, the cavities are filled with a volume-neutral
cement mortar. This ensures a complete closing of the gaps and cavities and gives a high stiffness to various intersections.

THE CENTRAL STEEL STRUCTURE

Fig. 5: Isometry of the inner parts of the cantilaver. Fig. 6: Isometry of the central steel structure.



The forces of the four shells and the cantilevers are concentrated in the central steel structure and passed on to the tower.
This steel structure has a base of 5,5 x 5,5 m and a height of 7 m. It weighs 32 t and is composed by an upper and lower
ring, where the main beams are fixed. The two rings are connected by eight steel columns and stabilized with prestressed
steel bars to minimize deformations. All steel elements have got the same geometrical axis as the tower and the cantilever.

Eight welded steel elements are attached to the lower ring to support the lower beams of the cantilever. The inner part of
the shell is also held by an especially formed steel element. A disk spring separates this part of the shell from the steel
structure to obtain an equal distribution of the forces (up to 2500 kN compression) in this part of the shell.

THE TOWER

The tower is composed of four columns and stabilized by triangular timber frames. The columns are 16 m long and have a
diameter of 68 cm to 74 cm at the lower end and of 95 to 110 cm at the upper end. Each one is made of a single up to 200
year old silver fir, which has been cut along the longitudinal direction into two half sections to speed up the natural drying
and to simplify the connections. The half sections are tight together with two dowels and small timber pieces, placed every
50 to 75 cm with a remaining gap of 63 mm between the half sections.

The trees were selected visually considering different criteria such as number and diameter of the branches, spiral grain
and the diameter at the lower end. The diameter at the height of 20 m was measured with a theodolite. The trees were also
tested by ultrasound to find possible decay in the trunk.

Because of their enormous dimensions, it wasn’t possible to dry the trees artificially. Therefore they were stocked on a
sunny and windy place and prepared for further treatment. They were pealed with highly pressured water and cut in the
longitudinal direction into two half sections.

The moisture content of the trunks was up to 200 % MC after cutting the trees. During construction seven months later the
moisture content was still more than the equlilibrium moisture content of approx. 16 % to 18 %. Therefore the allowable
axial stresses had to be reduced by 1/3 and the stiffness by 1/6 as recommended by the German design code. The
construction and the gap between the half sections will ensure a sufficient drying process during the next two to four years.

Fig. 7: View of the tower.



The distance between the four columns is decreasing towards the top. The forces are higher in the upper parts of the
columns, so the top of the trunks with smaller diameters is located at the lower end of the columns.

The connectors of the columns had to satisfy high standards concerning their aptitude to the changing humidity of the
timber as well as their stiffness and the execution of the connections. Therefore the Bertsche-BVD-connector was finally
chosen for the joint at the bottom and at the top of the columns. This product is composed of a long, profiled steel element
put in a drilled hole in direction of the wood’s fibers. Twenty-four dowels are placed perpendicular to this steel element to
keep it in place. All gaps are finally filled with a volume-neutral mortar. This procedure guarantees a stiff connection,
which is able to transmit heavy loads of more than 300 kN per connector. Tests have proven the high performance this
special case.

The stabilization of the tower was made of a timber frame construction by diagonals of glulam planked with laminated
veneer lumber (LVL) of 33 mm thickness. These frames are continuously connected with the columns by bolts and
dowels. To compensate the shrinkage of the cross-section all bolts have disk springs to maintain the tension in the bolts.

All connectors in the tower, except for the BVD-joints, are compliant to minimize additional stress in the structure due to
shrinkage during the period of drying. The bolts of the dowels in the columns can still be reached and have to be tightened
once the equilibrium moisture content is reached.

The horizontal distortion of the triangular frames is prevented by horizontal crosses of steel bars on three levels and
additional frames planked with LVL on two levels of the tower.

CONSTRUCTIVE PROTECTION OF THE STRUCTURE

There are two different types of protection to guarantee the durability of timber: Chemical protection or constructive
protection. Even without any chemical protection all timber structures can grow very old, as many buildings erected in the
Middle Ages still prove today. Taking the spirit of the world-exposition - “Human Being, Nature, Technique” - into
account, it was one of the main goals to design a construction, that would last a lifetime without any chemical protection.

The whole roof is covered by an impermeable membrane. Therefore structural considerations concerning the constructive
protection of timber were intend for the design of many details. A distance of about five centimeters between the wood
and the membrane ensure a permanent air conditioning of the structural members. Elements, which still get wet because of
dew-drops, are able to dry out completely before decay can take place.

Fig. 8:
Connection of the lower end of the
columns



The most critical detail is the connection at the lower end of the columns, where the rain can directly get between timber
and steel plate. The timber surface is covered with latex to close the fibers and to prevent the water from entering the
timber by capillary forces.

THE ASSEMBLY OF THE ROOF

The different elements of the roof were prefabricated at different places and transported as a whole to the construction site
where the structure was erected. For an easy mounting, the main joints between the elements were designed as steel-steel
joints. The steel members also served as gauges for the prefabrication of the roof elements.

The ripped shells were produced in an exposition hall near the site in its entirely. Seven timber gauges were constructed to
produce the 40 shells within three months. With an auxiliary steel frame one shell of 36 tons, covering a surface of 19 m x
19 m, was lifted out of the gauge and put on a truck to be transported to the construction site.

The mounting of an “umbrella” took place in several steps. First the columns and the timber frames of the tower were
assembled and transported to the construction site. There they were put together and placed on the foundation. The welded
central steel structure was produced in three parts and completed on site before they were lifted as a whole to the top of
the tower. The cantilevers were completely prefabricated before they were delivered to the site. Because of their size they
had to be transported by night on closed roads over a distance of about 700 km.

Once all four cantilevers were put in place, the ripped shells with the temporary steel structure also could be lifted one
after the other. To prevent excessive deformation, two of the cantilevers were temporarly supported. The temporary steel
structures were took away after the „umbrella“ was completed and the four shells were tightened.

Fig. 9: Assembly of a rip shell.


